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Yearplan Update
Since submitting our last EB report, our team has been working on a plethora of things.
As per usual we continue to manage lockers of love and collective care. We officially
completed SHEC specific winter training, and are working to plan and implement many
events and campaigns as seen below.

Events, Projects, & Activities
General Service Usage
Our official warmline operating hours remain unchanged. This shift schedule will last for
the remainder of the semester until exam period, at which point we will re-evaluate hours
and operate at a reduced capacity.
Day(s) of the Week
Monday - Thursday
Friday

Hours of Operation (EST)
9:25 AM– 7:25 PM
9:25 AM– 4:25 PM
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Projects & Events: Lockers Of Love (On-Going)
Not much has changed with this collaboration since the last EB report was
submitted. We are still partnered with the MSU Food Collective Centre on their
Lockers Of Love Program. This program gives students and community
members a confidential method for receiving essential supplies such a nonperishable food items and now health supplies. Supplies can be accessed by
filling out a confidential form, the link can be found in our link tree, once the forms
filled out you can expect a confirmation on your order within five business days
and orders can be picked up within 10 days. Requests are confidential and open
to all McMasters students. SHEC created and provided FCC with 25 pregnancy
test packages including: a brochure detailing how to use the pregnancy tests +
helpful resources, a glove, urine cup, and an HCG pregnancy testing strip. We
have also provided 10 internal condoms to date. We plan to provide FCC with
any additional health supplies needed as stick piles get low. I am in the process
of trying to secure us naloxone kits which may also make as a great addition to
the Lockers Of Love program. Our services should think about re-releasing
promotional materials once again to boost engagement.
Projects & Events: Collective Care x WGEN (On-Going)
Again, not much has changed in terms of operation management with the
Collective Care program. Collective Care is a remote free-resource-distribution
program run by the MSU's Student Health and Education Centre (SHEC), and
Women and Gender Equity Network (WGEN). So far we have received over 120
requests related to menstrual, safe(r) sex, childcare, gender-affirming, and other
products. Thus far we have received $500 of funding from the MSU Special
Projects fund, $1000 from PACBIC, and $3000 from OPRIG. MSU SHEC has
also contributed $200 from our health supplies budget line. Once again, we are
nearing the end of our funding. One challenge related to this initiative is utilizing
the company card via our GiftOfChoice Vendor (the most popularly rewuested
vendor). The card no longer works on this site, and we have many orders that
have already been approved for purchase, that we are now unable to purchase. I
would greatly appreciate any/all support in terms of navigating this issue moving
forwards. We also must meet and discuss program closure protocols as the end
of the year is approaching.
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Projects & Events: Harm Reduction Week x PCC (Complete)
MSU SHEC worked along PCC to plan and host a week full of Harm reduction
themed events and activities. This occurred from February 9th-February 15th. This
event replaced our historical Harm Reduction Fair that was receiving low
engagement in previous years. We collectively covered topics related to
substance use and harm reduction, queer/gender-diverse sex-ed and sexual
health harm reduction, and queer relationships/dating. The two events that SHEC
was primarily responsible for running included: The Queer and Trans Sex-Ed you
should have gotten in high school with Eva Bloom and Party Culture Trivia night.
The event was a hit, and I strongly encourage next year's PTM's to consider
running a similar event with Eva bloom.
Projects & Events: Sorry To Burst Your Bubble Campaign (Complete)
Our RAE team finally released the Sorry To Burst Your Bubble campaign! This
campaign was originally intended to be posted at the beginning of the winter
semester. However, due to time restraints and the large amount of editing that
needed to be done this timeline was pushed back. Instead we were able to post it
following the Winter reading week upon students return to campus. This 5 day
campaign covers topics including: spaces to eat and drink on campus, campus
guidelines, MSAF extensions, commuting and housing, managing stress
surrounding in-person activities, and social self-care.
Projects & Events: MSU SHEC Specific Training (Complete)
Winter training for SHEC PSVs occurred both synchronously on February 5 th,
and asynchronously.
Asynchronous content was released prior to synchronous training for volunteers
to review over a two-week period. This content took the form of a module
covering the topic of peer support for bereavement and grief (i.e., providing peer
support to someone coping with the end of a relationship, the loss of a loved one,
as well as other forms of loss).
Projects & Events: Simple Self-Care Campaign (On-going)
The RAE team has been working for quite some time to put together a campaign
that we originally planned to release in early February. Unfortunately, one of the
executives had to take a step back in the month of February and this timeline
was pushed. We plan to release it this month after edits and feedback have been
provided and discussed adequately. This campaign will cover topics including:
social self-care, sleep, a reminder that you are not JUST a student, mindfulness,
and how to practice mindfulness. In particular, we want to be incredibly careful
about the mindfulness section to ensure that we are not approaching this from an
ethnocentric perspective, we are currently in the process of revising the section
once again to ensure that it is done with high-quality and non-mainstream
perspectives in mind.
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Projects & Events: Can I Narcan Campaign (On-Going)
The RAE team is currently working to put together research and a general rough
draft/outline of an upcoming Campaign called Can I Narcan? This campaign will likely
span over a 4 day period and address the following sub-topics: spreading awareness
about overdose basics, what is Narcan and how does it work, where to access naloxone
kits and how to use them, and lastly a little bit on the harm reduction approach as well
as local harm reduction groups/programs. I am hoping to have secured the naloxone kits
by the time we share this campaign so that we can refer students to our own service for
easy access, this all depends on the vendor I have been communicating with.
Projects & Events: Body Neutrality, Fatphobia, adnd Healthism Campaign (OnGoing)
The RAE team is currently working to put together research and a general rough
draft/outline of an upcoming Campaign called Body Neutrality, Fatphobia and
Healthism. Some possible subtopics include defining important terms and talking about
these issues and alternative practices, information about where fatphobia stems from in
Eurocentric standards of health, alternate approaches to Eurocentric standards, and
how to practice body neutrality.
Projects & Events: Body Neutrality Event x Maccess (Up-Coming)
The EOE team is currently working with the Maccess team to organize and plan
event focused on body neutrality and body positivity in individuals with
disabilities. We plan to run this event during the last week of March. We are
hoping to secure a speaker who can run a workshop that is either movement or
art spaced. We have sent off the general details to promo so that we can get a
skeleton graphic created as soon as possible. Execs are currently in the process
of contacting potential speakers, and planning event hosting details.
Projects & Events: Non-Eurocentric Ways Of Healing (Up-Coming)
This event is very much in the beginning stages of planning. Our teams have just
met to start discussing event ideas and goals. Thus far we are thinking about a
seminar or seminar series with guests and speakers from different schools of
thought to discuss divergent perspectives from health models, social models.
Next steps include a group meeting in which we define our goals and
expectations for the initiative so we can move forward with the planning process.

Outreach & Promotions
Summary
Thus far we have created and released the following on our social media accounts:
- X-posing Xenophobia: COVID-19 & Communicable diseases
- Wellness 1A03: A First Year Guide to Navigating Party Culture and Stress
Management
- Meet The Peer Support Services
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SHEC Us Out
MSU SHEC Warmline
Period Equity Day
Cum One Cum All Compassionate Casual Sex
Winter Wonder Care
Lockers Of Love Promotional Materials
Winter Resources
PTM hiring
Collective Care Promotional Materials
Sex Queer-ies Promotional Materials
Sorry To Burst Your Bubble Campaign

We also recently ordered Warmline posters to be put up across campus to aid in
boosted engagement and awareness.
Promotional Materials
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Social Media Engagement since the Previous Report
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Finances
Budget Summary
Thus far we have spent $6,183.59. As usual, our largest financial partnership is with
Public Health Hamilton, who provides SHEC with various free safe(r) sex and harm
reduction items including oral barriers, lubricants and condoms.

See Budget Tracker For reference.
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Executives & Volunteers
Executive teams continue to meet weekly with the respective PTM. Assistant Director
meets with internal every week this includes training and development coordinators,
and volunteer coordinators. I myself meet with external every week, this includes event
and outreach executive resource and advocacy executives and promotional executives.
It is apparent that as the semester comes to an end folks are increasingly busy, it is my
number one priority to ensure the well-being of everyone on my team while also
ensuring that our goals are met and our service operates functionally and efficiently.

Successes
I am extremely proud of our internal team for putting on phenomenal training for
the winter semester. Our assistant Director, and training and development
coordinators, as well as volunteer coordinators worked exceptionally hard to plan
and implement training that was engaging and meaningful for the entire volunteer
team.
Synchronous training was comprised of several presentations spanning a twohour period and hosted via Zoom (with closed captioning). Topics for
synchronous training included helpful resources to share during peer support
sessions if a service user is seeking resources, reminders and logistical updates
about the service for volunteers, 2STLGBQIA+-specific training, and sex
positivity. We included guest speaker Eva Bloom, a queer sex educator, who
discussed sexuality, gender, sex positivity, and sexual health.

Current Challenges
My biggest concern at the moment is regarding PTM hiring and the changing of
our JDs after we signed the contracts. I have already relayed these concerns to
folks, however the response I received was not what I was expecting. More
specifically in terms of changing our job descriptions after signing the contract.
The response I received stated that this was because of the short transition
period. However, it shouldn't matter how short the transition period is, if we are
promised a salary/hours when we originally signed the contract, it is my
understanding that this contract cannot be changed after it has been signed
initially. In addition, this pushing of the already short transition it's not MSU
SHECs fault, in fact we had completed hiring when we were instructed to do so,
and reviewed applications when we were instructed to do so. Interviews were
supposed to occur before reading week, my assistant Director and I have sent in
our availabilities three times and have still yet to hear about the scheduling of
interviews. I am very concerned about this turnaround time and my
compensation during this time.
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